Alternative Impacts

Measure*  Alternative C  Alternative C (with 2000 South and Shepard Lane options)  Alternative C (with 1200 South and Glovers Lane options)

Number of residential acquisitions  137  132
Number of business acquisitions  4  6
Number of platted developments  5  5
Number of parks  10  10
Number of trails  8  10
Number of community facilities  1  1
Number of public parks**  6  8
Acres of wetlands  54  63
Acres of high quality wildlife habitat  39  41
Number of historic properties  2  1
Number of archaeological sites  13  9
Number of agricultural protection areas  3  7
Acres of 100-year floodplain  28  117
Preliminary cost range  $425-$525 M  $500-$625 M

* These measures of the impacts are preliminary, and will change slightly in the next phase of the study when each of the alternatives will be engineered in greater detail.
** Public parks are protected under Section 4(f) of the DOT Act.